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1 Common Threads in Housing Law Research: A Systematic and Thematic Analysis of the Field

Michel Vols & Julian Sidoli

This is the second book in the series ‘Studies in Housing Law’. Once again it brings together a range of work from diverse scholars and practitioners from a number of countries. The basic rationale underpinning this approach is that there is an opportunity of mutual learning – mutual learning between different jurisdictions, between different scholars and between different methodologies and approaches. It is argued that housing law, because of its diversity – ranging from issues of doctrinal property law on the one hand, to social and environmental aspects on the other – cannot take a narrowly partisan approach. It cannot be the case that all wrongs can be righted by, say, an economically driven approach alone or, alternatively, a sole focus on housing rights. Furthermore, the reality is that the issues and manifestations of such incidences vary greatly between different countries and, indeed, different cities and regions within the same country.

This introduction aims to provide, in addition to an outline of the papers in this volume, an overview of recent housing research as a way of providing the non-specialist reader some insight into current debates. Housing law has emerged as a distinct field in academic legal studies only in recent years. The same can be said of housing law as a distinct field of legal practice. In England and Wales, for example, housing law was a branch of property law until the 1970s even though people have had housing needs since before the establishment of the common law. Through a series of landmark cases involving homelessness, the duties of local authorities with regard to housing to more recent human rights and anti-social behaviour cases, it is now established that housing law is a distinct field of practice.

Academic trends have also followed the lead from practice. A generation ago, housing law was not firmly established as a discipline in its own right. Nowadays, a considerable literature has grown up around housing law. This introduction aims to unravel some common threads in the contemporary study of housing law and housing rights. Besides that, we aim to assess whether comparative analysis in the field of housing law research actually takes place.


We conducted a systematic review of recent publications on housing law that can be traced via the database of Google Scholar. First, we searched this database for academic publications published between 2015 and June 2017 that contained one of the following words in the title: ‘housing law’, ‘housing right’, ‘housing rights’ or ‘right to housing’. This search on Google Scholar resulted in 176 hits. After we excluded the patents and citations from the search results, 147 publications were left. We assessed all these documents manually and selected the relevant publications written in the English language. Monographs, book chapters and papers in scholarly journals were included in our database, and conference presentations, case notes, newspaper articles, bachelor/master thesis and book reviews were excluded. After this initial selection, 68 relevant publications on housing law and housing rights were found.

In addition, we conducted a more general search on Google Scholar for publications that contained 'housing law', 'housing right', 'housing rights' or 'right to housing' in the main text or abstract or title. This search resulted in 7,000 results. With the help of the Harzing’s ‘Publish or Perish’ computer program the number of results was narrowed down. With the help of this program we selected the publications published between 2015 and June 2017 that according to Google Scholar were cited in at least three other publications. Studies that only briefly discussed housing law or rights were excluded from our data set. This resulted in 18 relevant publications that were not already found in the first search round. As a result, we collected a total number of 86 publications concerning housing law for our analysis.

After we collected our data set, codes were assigned to the publications. With each code we refer to ‘a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data’. We assessed for each publication which countries were taken into account in the research and whether the publication concerned comparative research that makes comparisons across different countries or cultures. Besides that, we assigned more substantive codes (e.g. ‘eviction’ or ‘squatting’) to each publication to discover common threads in recent housing law research.

As we already expected, our data set shows that contemporary housing law research focuses on housing law all over the world. In the 86 publications in our data set, housing law issues in more than 20 countries are discussed. The most prominent jurisdictions are

---

2 All in title: “housing law” OR “housing right” OR “housing rights” OR “right to housing”.
3 The search was conducted on 27 June 2017.
4 We have excluded publications that only had an English title or abstract.
5 See <https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish>.
the United States (discussed in 18 publications), South Africa (15 publications), Spain (10 publications), the United Kingdom (6 publications), Italy (6 publications), Brazil (5 publications) and Canada (5 publications). Moreover, our analysis reveals that most housing law research seems to analyse housing law issues in just one jurisdiction. Only a small minority of papers in our data set presents the results of comparative research: Only 10 publications discuss the results of comparative research.

A small number of publications in our data set are difficult to characterise as part of a common thread in current housing law research. They tend to be textbooks or broad doctrinal studies of housing law in one specific country. For example, Brown discusses a large number of issues within housing law in the United States of America.\(^7\) Other studies discuss the relationship of the housing law/rights and property theory in general, social control and citizenship, gender and housing, strata title and multi-unit housing, residential mortgage-backed securitisation and supportive housing schemes for older adults.\(^8\) Still, our analysis also reveals some common threads in current housing law research.

1.2 Existence, Implementation and Realisation of the Right to Housing

The issue of whether a right to housing should actually be recognised and how this right should be implemented is a major debate within the housing law discipline.\(^9\) Especially

---

in the United States it is a matter of debate whether a right to housing exists at all.\textsuperscript{15} For example, Alexander holds that there is no formal federal, state or constitutional right to housing in the United States. Still, her research shows that housing rights movements’ illegal occupations and local housing reforms concretise the human right to housing in local American laws. An American right to housing is established through private and local laws and concerns a right ‘to remain, a right to adequate and sustainable shelter, a right to housing in a location that preserves cultural heritage, a right to a self-determined community, and a right to equal housing opportunities for non-property owners’.\textsuperscript{16}

Various other studies deal with how the right to housing has developed all over the world over the years. For example, Hohmann analyses which role the UN special rapporteurs play in the development of the right to adequate housing. She holds that the rapporteurs’ reports are important normative statements, even if the reports’ impact has been often muted by practical and political factors.\textsuperscript{17} A great number of publications analyse how the right to housing has been implemented in a specific jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{18} Yet, some

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{17} J.M. Hohmann, ‘Principle, Politics and Practice: The Role of UN Special Rapporteurs on the Right to Adequate Housing in the Development of the Right to Housing in International Law’, \textit{Queen Mary School of Law Legal Studies Research Paper}, 2016, pp. 1-20.
\end{itemize}
researchers hold that the lack of enforceability undermines the existence of the right to housing.\(^{19}\) For example, several Canadian studies discuss the landmark *Tanudjaja v. Attorney General (Canada)* case in which it was decided that the right to housing as a positive right is not justiciable.\(^{20}\) Lirio do Valle’s analysis of litigation on the right to housing in Rio de Janeiro shows very similar results with regard to the situation in Brazil.\(^{21}\)

A large body of literature has been published on the situation in South Africa.\(^{22}\) Chenwi gives an overview of how the South African government struggles to implement the right to housing.\(^{23}\) Although the country has progressive housing laws, case law, policies and programmes, the situation on the ground remains critical. Chenwi holds that lessons can be learnt from South Africa’s approaches and strategies to implement the right to housing. She argues that litigation, and the threat of litigation, advocacy, social mobilisation, education and improved participation (meaningful engagement) are key elements of a successful strategy in enforcing the right to housing. Tchawouo Mbiada assesses which role political accountability mechanisms such as the ombudsman can contribute to the realisation of

---


the right to housing.\textsuperscript{24} Van der Walt and Viljoen discuss the relationship of the right to housing, land rights and property rights in a theoretical analysis of South African law. They hold that in the South African context, housing rights should be seen ‘as discrete constitutional rights that stand on their own constitutional foundations and that they do not need to be protected as property rights. On the other hand, they are not fundamentally circumscribed or opposed by property rights either’.\textsuperscript{25}

1.3 Housing Affordability

Another important topic in contemporary housing law research concerns affordability of housing.\textsuperscript{26} For example, Migliari shows how risky real-estate investments may affect the right to housing and result in new urban forms of inequality.\textsuperscript{27} Ponder analyses the effects of gentrification on housing affordability in the United States.\textsuperscript{28} Furthermore, Desmond and Bell discuss the lack of affordable housing and the dismantling of rent control regulations in the United States.\textsuperscript{29} With regard to the United Kingdom, Hohmann's analysis shows the lack of affordable housing in that country as well.\textsuperscript{30} Other research deals with the effectiveness of legal interventions that aim to advance housing equity. Ramsey-Musolf, for example, found that compliance with California’s Housing Element Law increased over the years. However, the study reveals deficient low-income housing production and a surplus market-rate housing production.\textsuperscript{31}

\textsuperscript{25} Van der Walt & Viljoen, \textit{supra} note 8.
\textsuperscript{26} Martinez-Escribano, \textit{supra} note 8 (on rent control in various European countries); Soederberg, \textit{supra} note 12 (on low-income housing in Mexico and mortgage-backed securitisation); N.M. Davidson, ‘Affordable Housing Law and Policy in an Era of Big Data’, \textit{Fordham Urban Law Journal}, Vol. 44, 2017, pp. 277-300 (on the impact that big data may have on affordable housing policy); Solomon, \textit{supra} note 18, pp. 374-375 (on political debates about housing affordability in Australia).
\textsuperscript{27} Migliari, \textit{supra} note 8.
\textsuperscript{30} Hohmann, \textit{supra} note 18.
1.4 Discrimination, Social Exclusion and Minority Protection

The prevention of discrimination, social exclusion and the societal need for minority protection are also widely debated in current housing law research. A number of US publications deal with racial segregation and the Fair Housing Act that aims to reduce housing discrimination. Zasloff describes the history of this legislation’s origins. He holds that we should rethink the scholarly consensus that the Fair Housing Act failed. Besides that, recent European housing law research analyses whether and how international housing rights (i.e. UN treaties, Article 8 ECHR, European Social Charter) protect minority groups such as Travellers and Roma. Lastly, a number of other publications discuss legal interventions that aim to achieve a balanced socio-spatial distribution of social groups in residential areas.

1.5 Habitability, Housing Quality and Vacant and Abandoned Housing

Another common thread in contemporary housing law research concerns habitability, housing conditions and quality as well as substandard, vacant and abandoned housing.

32 Monson, supra note 22 and Patel, supra note 15 (both on housing allocation and ethno- and xenophobia in South Africa); Chant & Datu, supra note 10 (on gender and discrimination issues in housing law); J.D. Gonda, Unjust Deeds: The Restrictive Covenant Cases and the Making of the Civil Rights Movement, Chapel Hill, UNC Press Books, 2015 (on race and housing in the United States).
37 Desmond & Bell, supra note 29 (on habitability and code enforcement in the United States); Hohmann, supra note 18 (on non-decent housing in the private rental sector in the United Kingdom); Ponder, supra note 28 (on effects of gentrification on habitability). Two recent publications deal with housing conditions and the right to housing in disaster areas: Y. Liang, ‘Satisfaction with Economic and Social Rights and Quality of Life in a Post-Disaster Zone in China: Evidence from Earthquake-Prone Sichuan’, Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness, Vol. 9, No. 2, 2015, pp. 1-8; J.E. Duynse Barenstein, ‘The Right to
For example, Feris analyses the relationship of the human right to sanitation and the right to adequate housing. Furthermore, publications concerning habitability focus on slum housing conditions and government strategies to eradicate urban slums. Other research does not focus on slums, but on other types of residential premises. For example, Manda describes how the Japanese ‘Vacant Housing Law’ gives local authorities in Japan powers to identify vacant premises and to oblige property owners to repair or remediate them. He concludes that the United States should develop strategies to prevent a potential exacerbation of vacant and abandoned housing-related blight over the courts of the next 45 years.

With regard to the United States, Davidson discusses how big data analysis will help policy makers to ensure housing quality more efficiently and effectively.

### 1.6 Homelessness

Investigating homelessness is a continuing concern within housing law research too.

With regard to the European context, Kenna et al. analyse several measures to prevent and address homelessness. Hohmann holds that levels of homelessness in the United Kingdom are rising points to a ‘retrogressive step in the enjoyment of the right to housing, and thus a serious failing in the Government’s obligations under the ICESCR’. Nonetheless, King

---


[44] Hohmann, supra note 18, p. 4.
found that the homelessness legislation in Scotland makes a commitment to homeless households. Still, ‘the challenge now is delivering on that’.  

1.7 Evictions and the Right to the City

Another major topic within contemporary housing law research are evictions and forced displacement of people. In nearly all continents, researchers have analysed this topic. A seminal study on evictions in North America is the recent work of Desmond. In Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City, he describes the devastating effect of evictions on Milwaukee’s urban poor during the recent housing crisis. Desmond advocates an American right to housing as well as legal and policy solutions to advance that right. Several publications build on his work. For example, Alexander explores how the right to housing could be implemented on a local level through resolutions and ordinances.

Other North American studies discuss evictions, tenure security and housing rights. For example, Lee assesses the effects of privatising public housing on tenants’ housing rights. Her analysis reveals that public housing in the United States offers tenants greater security in tenancy, and that privatisation puts these and other tenants’ rights at risk. Furthermore, Ponder describes the negative effects of gentrification on legal security of tenure in New York City.

With regard to evictions in Europe, a research team led by Kenna conducted an impressive comparative analysis of evictions and the prevention of homelessness within Members States of the European Union. They present rich comparative data on not only the numbers of evictions but also risk factors in eviction and preventative measures. Other publications assess the role of European Union law, European human rights law (Article 8 ECHR) as well as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights within the procedural as well as substantive protection against eviction.

45 King, supra note 18, p. 161.
46 P. García Amado, ‘Connecting Tenure Security with Durable Solutions to Internal Displacement: From Restitution of Property Rights to the Right to Adequate Housing’, International Migration, Vol. 54, No. 4, 2016, pp. 74-86 (on displacement of urban internally displaced persons); Fée, supra note 9, pp. 6-8 (on evictions and anti-social behaviour).
47 M. Desmond, Evicted: Poverty and profit in the American city, Crown, 2016. See also Desmond & Bell, supra note 29.
49 Hoover, supra note 15.
51 Ponder, supra note 28.
52 Kenna et al., supra note 43.
A large and growing body of literature assesses the legal protection against eviction in Africa. The majority of publications focus on the situation in South Africa.54 Chenwi gives an overview of the most relevant case law that protects South Africans against the loss of their home.55 Ebrahim discusses the importance of a coherent and reasonable waiting list in eviction proceedings under South African law.56 Other studies to housing law in other countries in the African continent also address eviction issues.57

A number of publications in our data set concern evictions in South America.58 For example, Freeman and Burgos describe the ‘thinning’ of Rio de Janerio’s favelas. Poor city dwellers are removed from their homes by a combination of threats, promises, disinformation, psychological terror and intentional generation of insecurity.59

We also found several studies on evictions in Asia. Shin and Kim describe the displacement of poorer owner-occupiers and tenants in the light of Seoul’s highly speculative urban development processes and gentrification.60 They hold that popular resistance against eviction has been undermined by brutal state oppression and stigmatisation of the evictees
as being motivated by self-interests for more compensation. In the 1990s and 2000s, the resistance led to more compensation of evictees and alternative accommodation in public rental flats. Still, Korea’s ‘culture of property’ impels people to keep distance from denunciating redevelopment projects and undermines popular resistance against eviction. In another study, Nagaraj describes the forced removal of working-class poor communities in Colombo and its effect on the right to the city of city dwellers. Lastly, Ho analyses urban private ownership and evictions in China.

Protest against eviction is a common thread in contemporary housing law research. Several researchers assess popular resistance against displacement all over the world. Dirks, for example, discusses how in Canada protest and community organising are used to produce systemic social change in housing law. A large number of studies analyse the protest against evictions in Spain during the financial and economic crisis in the 2010s. For example, Álvarez de Andrés et al. discuss how the Spanish Mortgage Victims Group successfully prevented over 1,100 evictions throughout the country. Other publications deal with squatting, informal settlements, the right to the city and protest against eviction too. Vuksanovic-Macura & Macura analyse the battle of the residents of a squatter settlement in Belgrade in the first half of the twentieth century against the loss of their home. A number of studies relate squatting with Lebèbre’s concept of the right to the city. Grazioli holds that the forms of organisation and life stemming from squatting can contribute to updating the definition of the right to the city.

61 Nagaraj, supra note 39.
We acknowledge that the scope of this short literature review is limited in terms of the language of the publications assessed. A great number of publications on housing law are published in languages other than English and do not receive the international attention that they deserve. Furthermore, this literature review has only focused on publications that were published recently, which contained some specific words in the title or were cited at least three times. Despite its exploratory nature, we believe that our review still offers some general insight into the contemporary debates within the study of housing law. We hope that our study can function as a building block for further research projects that assess a larger, more diverse set of publications on housing law research.

1.8 Overview of This Book

The papers in this volume of Studies in Housing Law focus on several aspects in the current debates within the study of housing law. In Chapter 2, ‘The Changing Vision of the Home: Rethinking Housing and Intimacy’, Shelly Kreiczer-Levy continues to develop the concept of the home in housing law. Instead of focusing on individual traits of the home, she discusses living arrangements as a core feature of the relational and communal home. Kreiczer-Levy focuses on the role of intimacy in shaping the use of the home and relationships in it. In the chapter, she analyses the impact of intergenerational households and the sharing economy, in particular Airbnb, on the use of the concept of home in law.

In Chapter 3, ‘Empty Homes and Needy People: Time for a New Housing Policy in Portugal and Elsewhere?’, Dulce Lopes presents a detailed insight into the problems concerning vacant housing in Portugal. She analyses the gap between the proliferation of empty or vacant houses and the social and human needs for housing. Lopes advocates a new housing policy in Portugal that strikes a better balance between property and housing, liberal and social rights, essence and existence. This policy should improve existing mechanisms and establish other intervention institutes that allow for a socially sustainable availability of permanent dwellings.

In Chapter 4, ‘Strata Title: The New Feudalism’, Cathy Sherry discusses the ways in which changes to property law which facilitate the kinds of developments developers would like to market, such as strata title legislation, can have an unanticipated, far-reaching effect on communities. Sherry holds that governments have allowed change to be driven by private developers, who are primarily concerned with making money. Yet, these changes have occurred with insufficient appreciation of their ramifications.

In Chapter 5, ‘Planning Contracts under Swiss Law: A Tool for Special Housing Needs and the Problem of Breach of Contract’, Nathalie Adank discusses planning contracts that link housing policy with efforts to use land as rationally as possible. Planning contracts are considered to be an incentive for the private sector to cooperate with local authorities, as well as a useful tool for cities to foster the development of housing projects. Adank analyses how cities should deal with a breach of planning contracts by the private party to the contract. She focuses on the importance of public interest in solving this question. She holds that the creation of a right of purchase is the best remedy to address a breach of a planning contract by the private party to the agreement.

In Chapter 6, ‘The Recurring Dream of Affordable Housing in Indonesia: A Human Rights Perspective’, Erna Dyah Kusumawati analyses challenges faced in recognising and implementing the right to adequate housing in Indonesia. She analyses the right’s legal basis under Indonesian law and assesses the development of Indonesian housing policies. Dyah Kusumawati concludes that a rights-based approach may help to improve the housing situation and problems in Indonesia.

In Chapter 7, ‘Tenant’s Right to Respect for Home: A Challenge for Swedish Tenancy Courts?’, Haymanot Baheru discusses tenure security in landlord and tenant law in Sweden. She assesses whether there is a legally relevant meaning of the concept of ‘home’ in the context of the Swedish Land Code. Moreover, Baheru explores the understanding of the concept of ‘home’ within the scope of Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Her analysis reveals that Swedish tenancy courts have had to deal with the question of how the European right to respect for the home impacts the statutory tenure protection in the Swedish national legislation. Still, a case law analysis raises the question of whether the doctrinal method used by the Swedish courts can satisfy the procedural protection Article 8 provides.

In Chapter 8, ‘The Right to Housing and the Right to a Second Chance’, Stefan van Tongeren and Michel Vols present a first overview of the facilitation and frustration of the housing of ex-offenders by Dutch landlords and local authorities. Their case law analysis suggests that although the housing of ex-offenders seems to be causing legal problems, this is not frequently occurring. Still, van Tongeren and Vols hold that the few published judicial decisions may only be the tip of the iceberg. Furthermore, they hold that the rejection and exclusion of prospective tenants based on their criminal record clearly restricts their right to housing, but not necessarily constitute a violation of this right. Still, empirical research is needed in order to comprehend the scale on which ex-offenders in the Netherlands and elsewhere are being excluded from (social) housing and whether these practices violate the right to housing.
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